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America's Most Comprehensive Law School Newspaper
""To deprive a man of his
opinion is to rob posterity
and the existing genera-
tion. If it be right, then
they are deprived of ex-
changing error for truth.
If it be wrong., they are
deprived of illuminating
the impression of truth as
it collides with error."~
-JUSTICE BRANDEIS iireHastings College of the Law
Volume 6, No. 1 San Francisco, CaliforniaMn.Setm )er 1, 1966
By BRUCE SILVERMAN
On March 19, 1966, the new Constitution of the Associated
Students of Hastings was ratified by the Student Body. The
idea behind the new constitution was to provide the ma-
chinery for a more effective Student Association. This has
been borne out by what we have accomplished under the
structure of the constitution this Summer - the fruits of
which you will be enjoying this Fall.
ThvernAssoucinhldtweec The Treasurer must have had at
TheAssciaionhols to eee-least one semester of accounting
tionls every school year. In May or equivalent experience. The
the executive officers of the As- second election is held during
sociation are elected to take of- 'the Fall semester on the second
fice in June. There is a grade Wednesday of October to elect
average requirement for Presi- the section representatives to
%ent and Vice-President of 72%. -Continued on Page 10
By JOEL CARASH,
Chairman Orientation Program
It has been a common expres-
sion around Hastings thatI the
first year of law school does not
begin to make sense to the be-
ginning student until nearly Feb-
ruary or March of the following
year. This may sound a bit un-
reasonable but when one stops to
analyze what the study of law
involves it becomes immediately
apparent that you are enter-
ing into an entirely dif-
f erent academic system. In the
first place the case method is
used, which may be puzzling to
the student, especially since he
probably did not encounter any-
thing similar as an undergradu-
ate. Each subject will have a cer-
tain symmetry to it although the
student may not be able to see
just where everything fits at
first. And what is most difficult
is that with the execption of the
conditional examination in De-
cember, there will be no tests to
refer to.
RUMORS
It is a bit pleasant to reminisce
back to the time that we entered
Hastings. We were armed with
the following: 1. a huge pile of
books, new or used, with a stag-
gering number of pages (two
property books-there must be
something special about that
course); 2. a brief introduction
to the Administration in what
was- called the Orientation As-
sembly; 3. an assignment from
Professor Powell in Property
(two books); 4. the direction to
Harrington's; and 5. rumors.
One of the rumors was that none
of this would make any sense
until the following March but
not to worry about it.
As of late we have been wor-
rying about it but in a different
vein. How would it be possible
to' ~lear up so% Qnmeo ff the mysteryP-
give you an idea sooner of "what
it is all about." It is difficult to
emphasize just how 'vital this
first week of school will be, but
it seems clear that the lecture
series which will be inaugurated
for the first time this year may
yell become imitated in future
years by other law schools.
PERSPECTIVE
In researching what other law
schools have used for orientation
it was found that -most employ
..- Continued o'n Page 6
Dean Sammis'
Messag9e
To the students who are returning as members of the
Second and 'third Year classes the Faculty and Administra-
tion extend congratulations on their past performance, to
the 400 members of the entering First Year class a warm
welidome, and to all of you, best wishes for a successful year
to come.
There have been a number of
changes and additions to the
faculty since 1965-66. Professor
Joe Munster comes from Western
Reserve to take over, as Assistant
Dean, the duties previously
handled by Associate Dean
Amandes, who has been ap;
pointed Dean of the new law
school at Texas Tech in Lub-
bock. A former Navycati
who has served as Commandant
of the School of Naval Justice,
as Assistant Judge Advocate
General of the, Navy, and a's
Special Assistant to thoe Secre-
tary of the Navy, Deanl Munster
is ~well qualified to deal with
student problems;, he will also
serve as Acting Director of the
Law Journal in 1966-67. Profes-
sor George Stevens has left us to
accept_ the Deanship of North-
western College of Law of Lewis
and Clark University in Port-
land, -Oregon. His work with the
Moot Court Board will be under-
taken by Assistant Professor
Renee Rubin, in conjunction, with
her duties as Director of the new
Legal Research and Writing
Program.
Three new mep'nbers will join
the "65 Club" this fall. The
names of Professor Judson A.
Falknor of New York University,
Professor John W. Richards of
the University of Washigton,
and Professor Paul E. Basye
(who after 18 years of teaching,
at Hastings has finally attained
his majority) will be added to
the roster of that distinguished
group when clas,sesI commence
in September. Other additions to
thde faculty include Professor
Milton D. Green of New York
University, Professor George B.
Fraser, Jr., of the University of
-Continued on Page 6
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,~mtag.C~lieg.the 'Law
SeaveyMmra
PORTRAIT by GARDNER COX
WARREN ABNER SEAVEY
1878-w1966
By WILLIAM L. PROSSER
Professor of Law, Hastings College of the Law
@ Harvard Law Review Association
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Warren Seavey started his career as head of the Law
School at Pei Yang University in China in 1906. His longest
single period of service was from 1927 to 1955 at Harvard
Law School. Following his retirement from Harvard, he
taught at Boston College, New York University, Texas, Van-
derbilt, Wake Forest, and Hastings.
I owe a great debt to Warren Seavey. It was he who, as
editorial adviser to the West Publishing Company, recom-
mended to them in 1936 that a young and quite unknown pro-
fessor at Minnesota, who had taught the course for only one
year, be selected to write a hornbook on the law of torts. The
suggestion was a preposterous one, made on the basis of a
single article shown to him by Eddie Morgan; but the faith
of the publishers in his judgment was so great that they
acted on the recommendation.
For a good four years there was almost weekly correspond-
ence between us, while I struggled to learn something about
the subject on which I had so foolishly agreed to rush prema-
turely into print. He read the first and then the second drafts
of all the chapters and the final copy, and wrote me long,
detailed, and very astute letters pointing out the errors of
innocent ignorance, and suggesting additions, deletions,
changes in language and arrangement, objections, theories,
ideas, new lines of thought, questions, and gentle but obvi-
ously sound criticism. When the book was done, and its
length ran a great deal beyond that of any hornbook in his-
tory, it was he who restrained the horrified. publishers from
wielding their shears, told them to let it alone, and predicted
that its length would not prevent its sale. The result was that
the. pharadter of the whole Hornbook Series was henceforth
cha ,nged. In all fairness and justice, the name of Seavey
should have appeared on the title page, at least with 'an
"Aided and Abetted," and I have often regretted that it did
not; but he never suggested it, and I was too stupid, and per-
haps too vain, for the idea even to occur to me.
He was one of a' dynasty of torts men, following Thomas
CGooley, Jeremiah Smith, and Francis Bohlen, who left their
footprints all over the law of that intricate and fascinating
field, organized it, made sense of it, brought some consistency
to it, and persuaded the courts to make the continued and
constant,%changes thathavelftusaso far qadvneed as we are
JOURNAL
By JERRY DUNCAN
This summer the Hasting's
Law Journal selected forty
second year participants from
the top fifty members of the
first year class. It is also an-
ticipated that top students
from the third year class who
were unable to qualify on the
basis of their first year
grades will be invited to par-
ticipate.
As is often the case, many
students do not realize what par-
ticipation in the Journal entails
and vwhat rewards are to be ex-
pected.
A participant is expected to
write a publishable note or com-
ment for the Journal. Another
primary task involves research-
ing topics for the following year's
Journal. Also cite checking, pr-oof
-eading, and, regretably, clerical
luties may be anticipated.
BENEFITS
However, the individual bene-
["its conferred far outweigh the
'time and effort involved. Par-
ticipation satisfies the Moot Court
requirement, but much is to be
..,ined. In effect, Law Journal
is an honor program in which the
student is given a genuine op-
portunity to make an appreciable
contribution to the legal profes-
sion. Valuable research and draft-
ing skills are also, obtained. As
a bonus, the successful partici-
pant finds his employment oppor-
tunities, both during school and
a f t e r graduation, much more
plentiful.
WORKLOAD
T h i r d - y e a r participation,
exceptingr those who may be ini-
tially chosen in their third year,
can be even more rewarding.
Third-year members, are chosen
for either Assistant Editorships
(formerly s t a f f) or Editorial
Board -% 1. -ditrs re ti
sponsibility of individual issues,
in addition to this policy-making
function. It is this group which
will pick the following year's
assistant editors and board.
A member of the faculty serves
as General Director of the Law
Journal. Last year this post was
ably filled by Dean Stevens. Dean
Munster will take this post this
year, and it appears that he will
fill it admirably.
It is hoped that the students of
Hastings will look to their Law
Journal with pride this year, as
it is a product of their endeavors
and is working on their behalf.
PARTICIPANTS
The Law Journal Participants
chosen for the academic year
1966-67 for the October-Evidence
issue are the following: Peter
Robert Chernik, 'Gale C. Guth-
erie, Roger C. Hartman, Peter.J.,
Laird, Carl A. teonard, Naomi.
G. Litvin, Terry IL). Ross, Thoma s
C. Wood, Timothy John Evans,.
and William Robert Friedrich.
The participants chosen for
the December-Trusts & Wills is-
sue are the following: Robert A.
Wyler, Jr., David H. Brickner,
Robert Belzer, Paul N. Daigle,
N a n c y Jeanne Franzen, Inn'
Stephannie Levin, Ronald Jasmer
Mullin, Dave Pomerenk, Gerald
Y. Sekiya, and Richard C. Smith.
The participants chosen for
the March-Tenant & Landlord is-
sue are the following: Douglas
W. Brown, Robert A. Fowler,
Harvey E. Henderson, Jr., Rich-
ard Inlander, James V er no n
Jackl, Maurice Jourdane, Patrick
-Continued on Page 10
Harno Memoriam
ILLINI STUDIO
1888-= 1966
By J. WARREN MADDEN
Professor of Law, Hastings College of the Law
CC Hastings Law Journal
On June 22, 1966, word was received that Dean Halrno
was dead. His career was one of the most notable achieved
by a law teacher in recent history.
Jim Harno was born in South Dakota seventy-seven year-s
ago. South Dakota Wesleyan -was his collegre, and Yale was
his law school. He practiced law for three years in Los
Angeles but in 1917 began a teaching career- which was to
continue without interruption until 1960 and be resumed inl
1964. He was dean of the law school at Washburn College,
Kansas, 1917-19, and professor of law at the University of
Kansas, 1919-21. Then he went to the University of Illinois
where, after one year as a professor of law, he became dean
and lent distinction to that off ice for thirty-five years, Under
his leadership the College of Law of the University of Illinois
achieved a rank equal to that of the best law schools in the
important middle western area of the United States.
The quiet wisdom of the Illinois dean was recruited into
service in practically every activity having for its objective
the improvement of American legal education or American
law and its administration. The Association of American Law
Schools made him its president in 1931. The National Con-
ference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws made him
its president in 1947. He was President of the American
Judicature Society, 1953 to 1956. He was made a member of
the Task Force of the President Hoover Commission which
was to recommend improvements in the use of lawyers in
Government operations. He was made a member of the Coun-
cil for the Survey of the Legal Profession; a Fellow of the
American Bar Foundation; a member, of the Board of Gover-
nors of the American'Bar Association; President of the Illi-
nois Bar Association; a member of the Council of the Ameri-
can Law Institute.
Any one of the distinctions recited above would have
marked a man as having brought honor and recognition to
the law teaching profession. Dean Harno's. numerous, distinc-,
tions achie ved this end to an incomparable degree. 1
Harno's alma mater, South Dakota Wesleyan, honored
itself and him by awarding him an honorary doctorate. So
also did Tulane University, Boston University, Temple Urn-i
versity, and the University of Illinois.
When Dean Harno retired from the Illinois faculty in.
1957, he was an obvious object of the recruiting talents of
our late Dean David Snodgrass. But his coming to Hastings
was delayed for one year beecause the Law School of the Uni-
.,Mon" so , I -t"t
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VWEI SIC EILE
GROUP I Compose'd of Secions I-A, a fthrough z; I-B, 8 t hru I
GROUP 11 Composed of Sect ons I-B, m fthrough z; I-C, a fthru z
Monday. SeF
9:30-12:30
1'3 0- 4:3 0
Tuesday, SeF
9:30-12:30
1-30- 4:30
2:00- 3:00
3:00-, 3:30
4:30- 6:10
Wednesday,
9:3 0-1:0 0
1:30- 4:30
11,00-12:00
1130- o
)to 12, 1966.
Registration Seactioln I-A, a thru 1
Registration Section 1-A, m thru z
I.13,1966
Registration 1-B, a thru 1
Registration I-B, m thru z
General Assembly, Group I
Court Tour, Group I
Faculty-Student Reception, Group I
Sept. 14. 1966
Registration Section I-C, a thru1,
Registration Section I-C, in thruz
Genera-l Assembly, Group II
Faculty-tuclent Reception, Group 11
Thuirsday, Sept. 15, 1966
9 :30-10:30 Professor Powvell, Group 1I
10,30-1 1 -30 Professor Steffen, Group I
10:30-11:30
1:30- 2:30
2:30- 3:30
3:45- 4:15
Classroom B
Front of Bldg.
College Lobby
Classroom B
College Lobby
Classrom B
Classroom B
Mr. Moore, Library Tour, Group II
Professor Powell, Group 11
Professor Steffen, Group 11
Court Tour, Group 11
Friday. Sept. 16.,1966
4 9:30-10:30 Professor Curtis, Group 11
10:30-11:30 Professor Rubin, Group II
10:30-11:30 Mr. Moore, Library Tour, Group 32
1:30- 2:30 Professor Curtis, Group 1
2:30- 3:30 Professor Rubin, Group 1
8:30-12:30 Associated Students Mixer
Casual Dress, Admission:-
First Year Registration Card
Saturday. Sept. 17, 1966
9:30-10:0 Professor Nottelmann, Group 1
10:30-11:30 Professor Powell, Group I
1:100- 2:00 Professor Nottelmann, Group 11
2:'00- 3:00 Professor Powell, Group 11
2:1130-1 PAD Picnic "Beer Opener"
Speedway Meadows, Golden Gate Park
Library
Classroom, B
Classroom, B
Friont of Bldg,
Classroom B
Classroom B
Library
Classroom iiB
Classroom B
Fugazi
Ca-sa BldIg.
678 Green St
COassroom B
ClIasisroom fiB
Classroom B
Classroom B
CONTENT OF ORIENTATIO LECTURES
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF LAW 1966
ae eencsgiebeoare to materials for Legal Method, Dowling,
Palerson and Powell1, 2d edition by Harry W. Jones, 1952. These references
,are intended only to suggest materials, perhaps usefully to he covered.)
Professor Richard B. Powell
Lecture No. 1:, The function of law in society; forms of law in decisions,
in statutes and in administrative rulings; the case method of studying
law, the authoritative hierarchy of tribunals, state and federal; and the
status of state decisions in Federal Courts. (L.M. 1-33; 239-253)
Professor Roscoe T. Steffen
Lecture No. 2: The reading and briefing of a case; courts and their re-
porters; the importance of procedure in the reading of a case. (L.M.
34-112)
Professor Stephen R. Curtis
Lecture No. 3: The study of law- via a study of decisions; judicial behavior
when faced with a new, problem; "holding" versus "dictum"; illus-
trative synthesis of a group of decisions to produce a doctrine; the
advocate's role in the administration of justice and in the develop-
ment of law. (L.M. 113-238)
Professor Renee Rubin
Lecture No. 4: The finding of case-law; the tremendous quantity, of de-,
cisions; collections of annotated cases, digests and encyclopaedias of
law; textbooks; law periodicals; the Restatements of the Law; the
process of Shephardizing a case. (L.M. 254-295)
Professor Rudolph H. Nottelmann
Lecture No. 5: Compilations of statutes, federal anDd state; their constant
relevance, especially in California; interpretation according to the
"intention of the Legislature" or according to the letter of the statute;
prior interpretations and maxims of construction,. (L.M. 296-460)
Professor Richard B. Powell
Lecture No. 6: The coordination or synthesis of judge-made and, legi Sl1a-
ture-made law; the lawyer as a builder of a constantly changing struie-
ture; the relationship of this task to professional standards and to
ethics, (L.M. 461-510)
S'ep#em"ber, 1,' 1966- C 0- egeii. 0
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The Young Republicans of
Hastings welcome the incom-
ingr class together with those
wvho by virtue of persever-
ance and perhaps even brilli-
ance survived the preceding
year.
Nineteen hundred and sixty-six
is an election year, and the
Young Republican Club will par-
ticipate in the election of Repub-
lican candidates chosen in the
primary. As in the past, the can-
didates will be invited to speak
to the student body. Indeed, last
year two gubernatorial candi-
dates and the Assembly Minority
Leader spoke at Hastings and
held press conferences here. We
not only intend to repeat our
past success, but to hold a po-
litical workshop session as well.
Nineteen hundred and sixty-six
is also an important academic
year. Academic seminars for both
first and second year subjects
will be held. In addition, prac-
tice exams will be given to dem-
onstrate effective exam writing
techniqiues. A few used books
and outlines will be sold during
Orientation. In both cases, pref-
erence will be given to YR mem-
bers.
Some pei-iods of relaxation are
always in ordei. Young Repub-
licans throughout San Francisco
hold monthly parties and occa-
sionally organize tirips such as a
bay cruise or a trip to thered-
woods for YR members. We oc-
casionally orgranize pai-ties at
pubs where the entir-e student
body is invited but financial pr ef-
erence is given to YR members.
Notices will be posted both in
the lobby and on the YR bulletin
hoard downstaiirs.
LEGAL AID
Thle Y ouniig Republicans at
Hastingfs has also sought to inves-
tig ate areas of current legal andpolitical interest. This summer a
YR committee considered the
availability of competent legal
aid to the economically undei-
pi-ivileged. The committee dis-
covered that most citizens ar e not
only ignorant of t h e r legal
rig)hts, but also regard tne legialprofession with thinly veiled hos-
tility. Moireover, curi-ently theie
is a conflict between the ap-
proaches of the Legal Aid Socie-
ties and the Federal Government
as to the proper scope of legal
aid to be given this group. Al-
though the committee has not yet
rendered its report, the members
have suggested not only an en-
largement of the legal aid pro-
gram by the State Bar, but the
possibility of a form of legal in-
ternship for law students.
The fiirst question invariably
asked by prospective membei-s
concerns the political orientation
of the club: are we liberal, mod-
erate or conservative? My own
answer is that the club is not
dominated by any particular phi-
losophy or ideology. It is a group
of Republican volunteers free
from the benign influence of any
radical group. Liberals, moder-
ates and conservatives are not
only welcome, but are expected
to participate in all Club activi-
ties.
Generally, prospective mem-
bers are drawn to the Club not
only to take advantage of the
social and academic benefits
which membership entails, but to
engage in meaningful political
activity and discourse. Membei-s
ai-e generally not only cognizant
of the issues of the 1960's, but
are aware of the paramount in-
fluence of the legal profession
over the process of political
change.
Memberships are currently be-
ing sold during Oiientation Week
in the loby. The entire student
body is invited to all YR parties
and candidate's hours. We hope
you will feel free to paiticipate
in all of our activities.
Patrick- McMahon,
Chairman, HYR.
Larry Myers G~ets
Set for Homer 969
By DAVE HOFMANN
Intermural Chairman
Many Hastings students re-
mained in the Bay Area dur-
ing the summer. The studious
attended summer school; the
industrious worked at sum-
mer jobs. For recreation the
men of the f irst year section
Il-B organized a softball team
to play in the U.C. Medical
Center summer league.
In this five-team league the
Hastings club kept pace with the
likes of the Cincinnati Redlegs
with a .500 season. Under player-
coach Dave Hofmann, the some-
what "iusty" squad dropped the
free-swinging opener 21-17. Pitch-
er Jerry Duncan matured later in
the season. His battery mate, Ned
Huntington, hit well, collecting
s e v e r a I RB Is, but unhappily
watched the Junio- Med. Students
power too many runs across the
plate. Although it is haid to tell
fiom the scote, some outs were
made. Much credit goes to a
solid infield of Sandy Nossler,
First Base; Barry Ruhenstein,
Second Base; Dave Ilobler, Short
Stop; and Jin Cooper, Third
Base. Hasting's Rick Riede, who
hilts like fellow left fielder Willie
Staigell, was competently accom-
panied in the outfield by Joe
Sammuel, Larry Myers, Jeff Skin-
ner, Lee Holden, and Steve Burt-
nett.
SLOW START
After the leagrue champion
Dental Students pounded us 25-4
it looked as if we were in for a
long season. Although we were
hurt by poor lighting, our ertois
hui-t moire, so peihaps it is best,
to simply fot-get about our sec-
ond defeat,
Coming back strong after diaw-
lag an "bye,_" our boys notched
in establishing a winninig comobi-
nation.
But out- boys keep their spoits
in pet-spective; object: much good
fun. The season climaxed with a
picnic at Golden Gate Park, ac-
companied by wives, and perhaps
as important, beet-. Peninsula
League diaftee Rex Jones g(Den-
erously offet-ed his "bike" as a
one-man liquot- lift. Much imbued
with the spit-its of the aftetrnoon,
the wives joined in what proved
to be the most amusing, although
sl1i gh tlIy abbrc.vicAed, softball
game of the season.
PqAll 0 0
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to talk with us about topics of
mutual interest. Perhaps most
importantly, we attempt in evei-y
way possible to mnci-ease out- con-
tacts with Hastings' distinguished
f aculty.
We hope that many of you will
be interested in Phi Delta Phi.
We will be holding, informal
rushingF dates early in the se-
mester. If you are interested,
please attend. Also, feel. free to
ask questions of any of our 70
members: Rogoer Fei-ee, Ted Jar-
vis, Bill Weir, Gaty Zacher, Dick
Raelton, Steve Booth, Mike Dut-
ney, John Happala, Steve Hat-pet-,
Dick Landes, Mike Town, Bob
Prahl, Bill Friedrich, Don Mal-
colm, Gene McMurtt-y, Rick Mo-
ran, Don Nichols. Ron Shetr, Bill
Steen, Bill Richmond, Frank Fet--
i-is, Ned Huntington, Rex Jones,
Bob Kane, Dave O'Brien, Dave
Marchant,- Ross Ryder, Craig
Stalker, Jay Ward, Dick White,
Steve Abbott,, Ron Bernstein,
Jerry Duncan. Gil Halpern, Lee
Holden, John Hunting~ton, Fred
Meckfessel, Larry Myers, Pete
Olson, Bill Parker, Rick Reide,
Stan Smith, Joe Samuel, Ken
Wilson, John Bigelow, Dwane
Carlstrom, Dave Hobler, Matrk
Hudson, Mal McCulloch, Joe Me-
Clet-k Bion Giegot-y, Treasur-er
Robeit Newman, and Mat-shal
Michael Snyder.
HISTORY
The origin of Phi Alpha Delta
is unique in that it is the onlyv
law frateinity whose roots were
nur-tured in a legal conttovet-sy.
It was on November 4, 1897, that
the Supieme Court of Illinois
adopted a rule for admission. to
the Illinois Bar which set-iously
affected many if the students
then preparing for admission, To
protect their- iights they otgan-
ized the "Law Students League."
This Leagfue secured the passage
of an act by the Illinois Legisla-
tute which exempted the stul-
dents then studyingy for the Bar
fromnceirtaut rcquirements of
the r-ule. The Illinois Supr-emne
Cour-t, however, refused to recog- 7I
nize these exemptions, whete-
upon a test case was taken di-
rectly to the Supi-eme Coutl f
Illinois (In re Applicationi of
Hent-y M. Day, et at., 181 111, 73)
The League was pat-tially sue-
cessfid in this new under-taking.
The membei-s of the Leag~ue
fot-med the Lambda Epsilon Fra-
-Continued on Page 5 -Continued ont Page 5
By DAVE O'BRIEN
Pomeroy Inn of Phi. Delta
Phi wishes to welcome all in-
coming freshmen to Hastings.
We wish all of you luck, and
hope that this will be only the
beginning of a stimulating
life in the lega,-,l profession.
We're lookingr forward to wel-
coming all new wives at the tea.
if you have any questions ot
don't receive a for-mal invitation
to the tea, please call President
Elaine Howard at SK 1-1231 or
sign up on out- mailingi list atthe tea. Eveiryone is ur ged to
come, with or without a formal
invitation.
Early in your stay here we eni-
courage and cordially invite youi
to become acquainted with our
legjal fraternity. We believe that
our participation in Phi Delta Phi
broadens our law school experi-
ence and helps us maintain a pei--
spective during out- stay at Hast,-
ingrs.
HISTORY
Phi Delta Phi was the first
professional fiaternity in Amer-
ica, being established at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in 1869. For
over 80 yeairs then, Phi Delta
Phis have advanced in the legal
pi-of ession a need for high schol-
arship and culture, an opposition
to corrupt practices, and an ad-
herence to a code of professional
ethics. It is these ideals which
set-ye as an inspiration foir the
membei-s of Pomeroy Inn,
REALM
Our legal frater-nity has over
90 chapters, with a combined
membership of mote than 70,000.
This number has included men
of eminence such as William
Howard Taft, Charles Evans
Hughes, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Benjamin Cardoza, Thomas E.
Dewey, Adisi Stevenson and Sam
Raybui-n, plus four members of
our present U. S. Supreme Court:
Justices Black, White, Stewart,
and Chief Justice Warren. In
addition to: these--4 jurists4, ,, several0NX7 n1,-
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By BION GREGORY
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fra-
ternity will establish a loan
fund fot- all Students. The op.-
ci-ation. of the fund tv,71(0 oni-
mence this semester- and pro0-
vide short-t-erm interest-free
loans. The fund will, allow
students to obtain smalj11,loatus
quickly and. easily w thouit
requii-ing written appl icationr.
The money In the fund, was
eat-ned last year roi the op-
eration of the Xeiox ma(-lln.
The pr-ofits of the Xet-ox tna-
chine in future years will be
added to the fund. to incr-ease
the number of loans avail-
able. Details concerning the,
loan fund will be announced
during the first weeks of the
semester.
The frateinity opens its year-
long, activities with a "Beet. Op-
ener" fotr first yeat- students orn
September 17 at Speedway
Meadows in Golden Gate Park.
All fit-st year students ate in.
vited to enjoy an athe-noon at
the patrk.
RUSH
Foi-mal rush will commence
the first week of the semester
with a luncheon. Rush will con-
tinue througrh October with a se -
ries of social events, These
events are open to all male Stu-
dents and afford an opportunity
for fraternity membetrs and stu-
dents to become acquainted, A
schedule of these events will be
posted on the bulletin boar-d in
the lobby.
ACTIVITIES
Phi Alpha Delta ha-) a balanced
progr-am of social and profes-
sional. activities. As a service to
the school the fr-ater-nity oper -
ates a Xerox machine which
aids Moot Court pat-ticipants int
pireparing their briefs. The fira-
teinity also assists dui-ing school
fu11nctionnsc!ph nas Regitition
PHI1 ALPHA DELTA St eUsher rn',19 Continued from Page 4- _ Politicot
Program
By RON FENOLIO
A.S.H. Ushering Co-chairman
Hastings' U.1shering Program
Rewvarding
Last yvear "Hello Dolly"
C.ame to San Fr-ancisco with
C'arol C"hanning in the lead
role. It was such a popular
show that people were lined
-up four abreast for six blocks
outside the ticket office the
day tickets went on sale. The
show was sold out within six
hours. But f or many at Hast-
ings College of the Law there
was neither any wait nor cost
to see the show. Twenty lucky
students saw the production
for free, in exchange for
working one hour before the
performance as student ush-
ers.
STUDENT
USHERING PROGRAM
Many of the local theaters have
programs whereby students are
admitted free in exchange for a
period of wo-k, either one hour
or an hour and a half, stuffing
programs and escorting patrons
to their seats. The students then
sit in any available seats remain-
ing, after the production starts
and are free to enjoy the -show.
T'he work is very easy and the
pay can amount to-seats which
normally would sell for as high
as $7.00 to $10.00, depending of
course upon. the show and the
seats available.
HOW TO PARTICIPATE
'In the lobby of the school on
fihe main floor there are located
several bulletin boards. The ush-
eringy information. will be posted
on one of these boards. It is pres-
ently on the Associated Students'
Bulleti BoardVbut cold-als
inames will be turned in to the
ushering coordinator at Cal, and
your names will appear on a door
list art the theater to be checked
off. For other theaters, regular
ushering tickets are provided.
These will be distributed to you
by the ushering chairmen, or by
your section representatives.
It is to your advantage to keep
checking the ushering bulletin
boCard regular ly, as sometimes we
get special shows which become
available on a day or two notice.
Also, for some shows we do not
receive a fullquota; in such case
cnly two or four or six students
wvill be able to take advantage
of the program.
RUALLES FOR PARTIC16PATION
Ilp Dress--Men must wear- dark
sulits.. black shoes, etc. Women.
mu,11st w ear either black or navy
-lue.
2) Once )/ou have signed up
ou must appear at the desig-
nated spot at the designated time.
If you cannot make it, it is your
duty 1.0 find a replacement. If you
miss a performance for which
you signed up, you will not be
allowed to participate at any fur-
ther performances.
COMING ATTRACTIONS
During the coming semester
the Program offerings will in-
elude the Civic Light Opera pro-
duction of "The Student Prince."
This is the fourth and last of a
series of plays which has in-
cluded "Funny Girl" and "Fid-
dIler on the Roof." The ushering
program received a full 1 quota for
all four plays and all quotas were
quickly filled.
We also currently have tickets
to the smash hit "The Decline
and Fall of the Entire World as
Seen Through the Eyes of Cole
Porter," and 'The Roar of the
Greasepaint, The Smell of the
Crowd."
Of particular interest to opera
buffs will be the San Francisco
Opera Company's production of
" 6Rigoletto," to which we will
have tickets in October.
VARIED PROGRAM
The program throughout the
year offers a diverse selection,
something for everyone. Exam-
ples include plays such as named
above, opera, certain San Fran-
cisco Symphony specials, touring
music groups such as Fred War-
ing, Joan Ba-ez, or P.D.Q. Bach
(musical satire), among many
others.
Of course, some attractioins will
be much more p o p uIar than
others. Therefore a preference
system will be established. There
will be t h r e e categories, or
groups. The major category will
be an open one for which anyone
can sign up and which earns you
no privileges. The second group
will be the group consisting of
the least popular productions.
Anyone who ushers for these
productions will earn a prefer-
ence which gives him or her a
'first" choice for such plays as
are in the premium category.
The premium category consists
of attractions such as "Hello
Dolly," which of course every-
one wanted to see and couldn't.
The plays which are in the pre-
miuim category and the ones
which earn preferences will be
clearly so marked.
Be sure to take advantage of
ternity in 1898. In 1902 Phi Al-
pha Delta was formed from the
Lambda Epsilon Fraternity. The
Jackson Temple Chapter at Hast-
ings was established in 1911 be-
coming the 30th active chapter.
TODAY
Today Phi Alpha Delta is the
largest law fraternity in the
world. There are presently one
hundred and six active chapters
and fifty-five alumni chapters.
Its chapters are restricted to law
schools accredited by the Ameri-
can Bar Association, a high
standard peculiar only to Phi
Alpha Delta.
Among the outstanding Ameri-
cans who are members of Phi
Alpha Delta are: Supreme Court
Justices Tom C. Clark, William
0. Douglas, Arthur F. Goldberg
(retired), Charles E. Whittaker
(retired), Harold H. Burton (re-
tired); Presidents Harry S. Tru-
man, Woodrow Wilson, William
Howard Taft, Warren G. Hard-
ing; and Vice Presidents Richard
M. Nixon and Alben W. Bar-
clay.
PHI DELTA PHI.
Continued from Page 4-
cia'. Mike Raoul-Duval, Jeff Skin-
ner,, Bob Andrews, John Ball,
Bob Bruss, Rich Carpeneti,- Mike
Casey, Dennis Gould, Carl Ha-
gens, Ron Harrington, Tom Hen-
drix, Carl Hoveland, Larry Kethe,
Pat McCarthy, Pete Michael, Bud
Moore, Jim Pezzagia, Butch
Schuering, and Chet Moore.
Subscription packages will be
available only by mail order or
may be secured in person at the
Creative Arts Box Office, 1600
Holloway Avenue, San Francisco,
94132. Tickets go on sale after
Labor Day.
An innovative theatric-al
season of new plays, seldom.-
performed classics with var-
ied programs of music and
film as well as stage produc-
tions, character-izes San Fran-
cisco State Co~ege's School
of Creative Arts entertain-
ment events offered during
the fall and next spring.
As announced by Dr. John
Clark, Chairman of the Drama
Department, and Dr. William
Ward,. Chairman of the Music
Department, a wide selection is
promised. The initial event will
be a Children's Theatre selection,
"Greensleeves' Magic,." directed
by Douglas M. Briggs, Instructor
in Drama, playing in the Little
Theatre. It opens October 6.
The first music event is a Sun-
day afternoon Faculty Recital on
October 9 in the Main Auditori-
um. Laszlo Varga, noted cellist
and Professor of Music, will be
one of the featured artists.
The Eleventh Drama Subscrip-
tion Series will be under way on
October 21, with a challenging
new drama, "And People All
Around," written by playwright
George Sklar, creator of "Laura,"
about the civil rights movement
and murders in Mississippi. It is
presented under the joint aus-
pices of the American Play-
wrights Theatre and San Fran-
cisco State C6llege. It is directed
by Jack 'Cook, Associate Profes-
sor of Drama,- and played in the
Little Theatre.
The -second drama production
is a presentation of $hakespeare's
"Troilus and Cressida.." directed
by Dr. Arlin Hiken, Associate
Professor of Drama, in the Main
Theatre opening November 11.
It is to be followed, on December
9, by the compelling musical
"The Threepenny Opera," direct-
ed by Tom Tyrrell, Associate
Professor of Drama.
The traditional spring opera
brings Mozart's "Cosi fan tutte"l
to the stage in- a combined pro-
dutinf of theU,%Mic^ 1A n Drama
By MARTY EBER
After completing its most
successful year to date, the
members of the HYDC are
looking forward to another
year of service to school and
community. With approxi-
mately 100 members return-
ing, membership s h o uld
reach an all time high, and
the club's prominence in
Democratic circles should in-
crease even more.
PROGRAM
The program of the HYDs is
fourfold-academic, social, politi-
cal action, and political educa-
tion. Realizing that a law stu-
dent's first responsibility is stay-
ing in school, the HYDs last year
conducted more than 50 hours of
seminars for first-year members,
with instruction given by law re-
view members of the club. The
response to this program was so
good that it will be expanded
this year. Watch the Voir Dire
and the political bulletin boards
for announcement of the first
seminars.
The HYDs also contributed to
the academic -and financial -
well-being of the Hastings stu-
dent body last year by advising
incoming students on what books
to buy, and by selling them used
books. A similar table will be in
operation d u r i n g registration
week this. year.
SOCIAL
The social scene at Hastings
was considerably brightened last
* I .u. rresuuenr 'varry keDO and member Steve Swing joinGeorge Moscone and daughters before recent Columbus Day
Texas JV I-
The University of Texas
Law School has bec ome the
third to. open a closed-circuit
television link with court-
rooms. Others are the UJni-
versity of Michigan an..d the
University of Minnesota.
The Texas system w ii11
make it possible for portable
cameras to be set up in five
district courtrooms in Aus-
tin's Travis County Court-
house.
The pickups will be in two
campus locations where stu-
dents may study the courts
between or during classes.
Professors also will be able to
edit and replay trials video-
taped for classroom use.
Club members with San Francisco Mayor Jack Shelley, on
club's yearly tour of all Democratic officeholders.
ifw 1% * . L A. L- eI -- --- --u -- I -- -- - -
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year by parties thrown by the
HYDs. Female members of o-1ber
Young Demo.-ratic Clubs attend-
ed these somewhat less than so-
ber functions, as did nursing s-tu-
dents, secretaries, and anyone
else interested in meeting law
students. The parties are also
attended by various political lu-
minaries from throughout the
Bay Area.
In the realm of political action,
members of the club have held
positions of responsibility in nu-
merous Democratic campaigns.
Most recently, last year's presi-
dent and vice President were as-
signed the job of running the
19th assembly district headquar-
ters in the successful senatorial
campaign of HYD alumnus
George Moscone.
Past president Isidore Born-
stein, in addition to being elected
vice president of the California
Federation of YDs, is now serv-
ing as Northern California Chair-
man of the Young Citizens for
Brown, and this year's president,
Martin Eber, is serving as chair-
man of the YCB for the nine
Greater Bay Area counties. HYD
alumni are also serving as coun-
ty chairmen of the YCB through-
out the state.
Members of the club are also
working on 'the' campaigns of4
HYD alu m n us Assemblyman
Willie Brown, and on the cam-
paign of Assemblyman John Bur-
ton.
Jack Willis, p res e nt vice
President, is serving as registra-
-Continued on Page 11
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By CAROLE KORNBLUM
As the first days of Orientation begin,
Hastings first year student is filled with the
anxieties that have been felt by each of his pri
can be said that such feelings can initially be mel
and sincere greeting by those predecessor's, a
stand to welcome our fellow students to the
The Voir Dire offers a special greeting to thos
are entering Hastings for the first year. You i
for the most stimulating and rewarding period
perlienced on the road to your chosen profession
This year's Orientation program is especial-1
Entirely planned and tailored for the student b3
your Orientation program represents the tirelesc
many second and third year students that have c
success and f ailure to bring to you the most reN
possible. The faculty and administra.Ltion of Ha1
well, been very gracious to offer their time and
make your first week at the oldest law school
lucrative one.
It is indeed a bit ironic that California's fir
the Law has been so many years in f ounding
prehensive Orientation program. In years past,
student has been presented w i t h only a fte
speeches, a slim volume of mimeographed insti
on occasion, an initial assignment or two to thor,
out the neophyte stage of legal study. This yeai
The benefits to be gained from this year's br
more comprehensive program can be matched
yet to be experienced teachings of the Hastings
As the week progresses, you will have the o,
get to know not only your professors, but you
dents as well. Valuable lectures have been plan
acquaint and acclimate you to the study of law
will expose you to the tremendous legal commu-
you are about to join. Finally, social gatherin
planned to allow each of you to take a deep brea
study beo.gins.
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Hastings' new St ud en t
Placement Program has been
in operation since June 20
and has shownl most e-ncuiir_
aging results. The program
has been run duringa the sum-
the entering mer by a Hasings second
inquiries and year* student, Mrs. Carole
edecessors. It Kornblum, under the. direc-
t with, a warm tion of Assistant Dean. Mlar-
is ac ofusvin J. Anderson, and hass eah o ussought to elicit greater par-
study of law. ticipation in the various place-
e of you who, ment services offered by
indeed are in Hastings.
I ths fa ex-SUMMER WORKthus fr ex- Early in the summer a place-
ment letter, bulletin and return
post card were mailed to some
300 law firms, judges- and gov-
v noteworthy. erment offices throughout the
Y the student, state of California. The mailing
s efors o so was followed up by personaleffots o 50 phone calls to the hiring part-
Irawn on past ners of 75 law firms in the Bay
warding week Area. To date, more than forty
stins ha as firms and agencies have arrangedstns a, -sfor fall interviews with. second
knowledge to and third year Hastings students.
n the West a Interviews will be conducted forpositions of summer clerkship,
and part-time fall law clerk, as
well as for permanent hiring.
The following firms will partici-
,'st College of pate in the program:
a truly com- From San Francisco: Allan,
the entering Miller, GreigrbKelnMartin; Bacigalupi, Elkus, Salin-
w shortlived ger & Rosenberg; Bancroft,
ructions, and, Avery & McAlister; Brobeck,
oughly round Phleger & Harrisoh; Chickering& Gregory; Cooley, Crowley,
r is different. Gaither, Godward, Castro & Hud-
-oadened and cleson; Dinkelspiel & Dinkel '-
only by the spiel; Philip S. Ehrhich, Jr.;* Elke, Farella, Braun & Martel;
"65 Club." Graham, James & Rolph; Heller,
Ehrman, White & McAuliffe-
Jacobs & Mushrush; Lillick,
pportunity to Geary Wheat, Adams, & Charles;
ir fellow stu- Long & Levit; Morrison, Folers-
ned to better ter, Holloway, Clinton & Clark;O'Gara & O'Gara; Orrick, Dahl-
Court tours quist, Herrington & Sutcliffe;
nity to which Peart, Baraty & Hassard; Pills-
gs hve een bury, Madison & Sutro; Scho-gs hav been field, Hanson, Bridgett, Marcus
th before the & Jenkins; Thelen, Marrin John-
son & Bridges; Walkup,, Down-
koff, Shapiro & Quittiler; Jordan,
Dodge, Kemble & Loveridge
(Santa Ana); Kindel & Anderson
(Santa Ana); Loeb & Loeb;
Shell & Dalamer; Walker,
Wright, Tyler & Ward.
Judges: Honorable Richard M.
G SIms Jr., First District Court of
Appeal
R Federal: Federal Bureau of
y Investigation; Navy Office of
Counsel General
'M RESEARCH
In addition, a campaign has
been started to market a new
man service - the Hastings Research
can Pool. This pool provide&s tempo-
es rary student research assistance
.renk to local law firms at a $3.00
thon hourly rate. The. pool is ex-
Yory plained in a letter recently sent
;ory to many San Francisco firms and
available upon request. The first
research pool job was filled with
the firm of Velasquez & Mc-
Cready by Miss Joanne Condas,
imes' year a June graduate of Hastings.
mes ayear Letters were. also sent to the
of the Law. presidents of all local bar as-
[umn herein, sociations expl4ining -the new
rid the Voir placement program- and explor-
SreSan ing the possibility of promoting
it through a student guest speak-
er at one of the fall luncheon
meetings. Mr... Warren Mc-
-Continued on Page 9
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it at all. Some people feel com-
pelled to buy every supplemen-
tal material published and end up
shelving their case book.
They usually find that if they
had stayed with their originally
assigned book they would have
a better grasp of the intended
subject and would have saved a
sum of money in the process.
NOTES
The taking of notes always in-
trigues students. Some feel obll-
gated to walk away from each
class with a transcript of the
day's events,' while others either
write little or confine themselves
to impressions of w hat the pro-
fessor must have meant.
The vast majority of these
small problems are personal and
you have to experiment for your-
self. But don't be ashamed to
ask someone which is the proper
method. Just don't be surprised if
you 'get a spectrumln of answers.
Hastings' library is an intrigu-
Ing place. There seems to be little
question that it is an outstanding
place to study. This might seem
within reason since, it is a library,
but other law libraries in the
bay area have been compared to
such serene- places as bowling
alleys, meeting lodges,, and even
Continued from Page 1-
students or graduate law stu-
dents to tell the freshmen what
they will encounter, We feel
Hastings' program will be un-
usual in that the lecture series
will be conducted by its profes-
sors. The principal text will be
Legal Methods which Professor
Powell helped write in the first
edition.. The lectures are the
heart of the: orientation week and
attendance is compulsory. The
content of t h'e s electures will
serve as a foundation for your
studies, a true introduction to
the law.
As you may, already have found
the content of the lectures varies
a great deal, Ifrom the synthesis
of decisions -to the various ma-
terials a, lawyer -uses in research-
ing a case.- Only so -much can be
covered during these hours of
lecture but it is 'possible for the
student to learn many more little
things just by several steps. One
is attending all the functions and
the other is by asking questions.
Attendance at the various after-
noon functions will enable you to
meet the members of the student
government, faculty members,
1 a w fraternity representatives
and political club members, not
to mention the vast array of
beautiful young fems that the
social committee has taken great
pains to invite to our mixers.
The lecture series will be of a
very concentrated nature and
there will be little or no oppor-
tunity to ask questions then. So,
as problems arise jot them down
and ask any questions you might
have during these informal gath-
erings.
CAVEAT
Here are a few of the various
areas of friction that immediate-
ly cause beginning students
problems. Attendiance. Regardless
of what others may tell you about
how the roommate of some re-
mote person whose name you
just didn't happen to get (hear-
say even under the old law, not
a longr block to be traveled be-
fore that corner is reached and
turned. The Iris Hotel property
adjacent to the College has been
acquired by the Regents of the
University, and preliminary plans
for a new wing and for substan-
tial alterations to the existing
building have been approved. Al-
though all funds for State Col-
lege and University construction
have been frozen, pending pas-
sage of the bond issue in the
November 8 election, the Direc-
tor of Finance has made a spe-
cial exception 'based on extreme
hardship, and has released suf-
ficient money to permit the im-
mediate preparation of working
drawings for Hastings College of
the Law. Even so, the addition
and alteration's will not be com-
pleted until the fall of 1969, fol-
lowing graduation of the class
entering this year (sorry, gentle-
men). Until then, we shall do our
utmost, under adverse conditions,
to give each of you, the best
possible legal education. If at
times you find conditions some-
what less than ideal, i f you feel
that you are not receiving the
personal attention you deserve,
-. nd tha t your personal requests
are not being expeditiously han-
dled, please bear with us; this is
the result of heing' oversub-
scribed and understaffed?,
waiting stations. Our librarr is
genuinely quiet and there is noth-
ing more important for studying
law. An enlargrement. of the pres-
ent f acilities is due in the next
few years and until then there
are space problems. Even so you
will probably notice that we have
a great place to study, and all
nec essary horn books, Shepards,
and reporters are available.
LEGAL RESEARCH
The use of "the library is an-
other area with which, Orienta-
tion is involved. Miss Ruben of
the First District Court of Ap-
peals will lecture for an hour
on the materials to be found in
the library. An entire course will
be given in the spring on Legal
Research. But until that time, it
is highly useful to acquaint your-
self with the library. Shepards
are not used to watch over the
sheep nor are they large fur-
covered barking animals, but
they are one of the most amazing
cross-references ever devised and
provide the system by which, an
attorney can quickly check a case
to see if it is still good law. And.
again, in March people come up
to the loan desk asking what a
Shepard is and how do you use
it? Try to realize that you have
time now to learn these things
and people are anxious to help
you with them. Once you begin
studying law you will find that
when iner-tia is overcome each
new case and rule and theory
comes rushing at you and it is
very important that you are pre-
pared to meet it,
Continued from Page 1-
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By JOE SAMUEL
Chairman., A.S.H. Honor
Code Committee
Your student government has
spent time this summer devel-
oping an h o n o r system for
Hastings. It is not the, inten-
tion of the student government_
to impose an honor system on
the school;' it has neither' the
power nor the desire to. do so.
The desicision of whether or not.
Hastings will operate under an
honor system rests wholly with
the studentholdy. If we desire
an honor system, its content will
be circumscribed by what is ac-
ceptable to the faculty. I have
polled the faculty on several
basic points. The most contro-
versial problems are: 1) what
areas of student conduct an hon-
or system should afect, and 2)
how it is to be enforced.
Why?
Before we examine these
problems, it is imperative that
we understand why an honor
System is desirable in the law
school, For us, as law students
and as prospective members of
the bar, an honor system is much
more than a means of regulat-
irig conduct on exams. We are
pi-eparing -for a profession which
demands the higrhest degree of
integrity and honor in the rela-
tionislhips of its members with
their clients, with theli- col-
leagiues, and with the courts.
What better place to begin im-
pressing this r-esponsibility on
the members of the legal profes-
* sion than in the law school?
T"hus, an lhonor system should
be a way of life in the law school
environment, which, hopefully,
will carry over into the profes-
sion,
Ideally, then, an honor system
should touch all aspects of stu-
course, to abstain from dishonest
conduct, He has, in addition, an
equally important duty to his
fellow students to prevent an of-
fender fr om gaining an unfair
advantage over- other students.
This may ultimately involve ic-
Porting to the Ethics Committee
any act a student has probable
cause to believe is a violation of
the honor system.
Who Would Talk?
"Stoolie!" I can hear you
screaming it now, If this appel.-
lation is true of the student who
reports art offense, then .t is
true of every honorable member
of the bar. If this method of
maintaining good conduct is re-
pugnant to you, then perhaps
you Shiould ie-evaluate your
choice to enter the legal profes-
sion. Canon 29 of the Canons of
Professional Ethics of the Ameri-
can Bar Association requires that
"Lawyers should expose without
fear or favor before the proper
tribunals corrcupt or dishonest
conduct in the profession --. ~It
is certainly more valuable to
society that such an offender is
discovered in the law school be-
fore he has the opportunity to
jeopardize an innocent client.
Furthermore, it is of value to
the potential offender that he be
inculcated with a sense of integ-
rity under the climate of an
honoi system in the law school.
For these reasons I therefore
urge your active support for
institution of an honor system
f or Hastings.
Orientation
Court Tour
Taking advantage of its
proximity to the courts,
Hastings has incorporated
into the Orientation Week,
court tours for entering law
students. There is a sched-
uled visit to the District
Court -of Appeals. Presiding
Justice Draper will give a
of this court's function. In
adition, Chief Judge Harris
of the U.S. District Court
will show Hastings students
the U.S. Ceremonial Court-
room located in the new Fed-
eral Building. A federaljudge will explain the func-
tion of the room.
The visits will give the
new law student an oppor-
tunity to familiarize himself
with the different courts.
These visits will provide an
educational beginning for
the law student. Hopefully,
all those taking the tour will
someday have the opportu-
nity to participate in these
courts. Realistically, the road
through Hastings lies ahead;
those who survive will some-
day be officers of the courts
they are now visiting.
In addition to discussing
the function of the courts,
the judges plan to include
items of human interest,
advice, and answers to the
cross examinations of all in-
cipient lawyers.
In the past, many students
have gone through Hastings
without visiting the Courts.
Yet, it is the courts where
edAt'Ion _A A I pto toI -Its
most are within walking dis-
tance of the school. In addi-
tion to being a welcomet
break from studying, these
visits will be informative
and often astonishing. This
writer cannot help but recall
a recent case in which thejudge had to wake up from
slumber two retiring jury-
men
The original schedule of
student visits to the courts
had to be changed since
most judges will be attend-
ing the Conference of Cali-
fornia judges on September
16 in Anaheim. At present
the schedule has been thus
revised:- After the General
Assembly given at 2 p.m.
on Tuesday, September 13,
half of Group I will go to the
District Court of Appeals to
hear Presiding Justice Dra-
per of Divisiol. I. The other
half will go to the United
States District Court. On
Thursday, September 15, im-
mediately ;following the af-
ternoon lecture, Group 11
will also be divided into two
sections, half going t o the
District Court of Appeals to
hear Presiding Justice Shoe-
other half of the group ad-journing to the United
States Federal Court.
By DAVE PANTOJA
The resplendant San Fran-
cisco Hilton was the setting
for Hastings College of the
L a w. Annual Graduation
Cer-emonies. The principal
speaker of the ceremony. was
Vice - Pi-esident A 11I a n F.
Smith of the University of
Michigan, former Dean of the
school of Law at Michigan.
Dean Sammis and Justice
Bray of the California Su-
preme Court also shared the
Speakers podium with Vice-
President Smith.
The ceremonies were divided
into an afternoon and evening
session. The afternoon being a
cap and gown affair in which the
graduates were endowed infor-
mally with all;- the rights and'
privileges of a !Bachelor of Laws
degree. The evening session was
a banquet affair with awards be-
ing presented by the various
campus organizations to t h e i r
graduating members.
SMITH SPEAKS
The afternoon ceremony began
promptly at 4:30 p.m. and was
highlighted by Vice - President
Smith's remarks on the future of
the young lawyer in the world
today especially with a view
toward International Law, The
Vice-President maintained that
the future of the world lies in
formulating and I i v i n g by a
world-wide rule of law, only in
this manner can the nations of
the world achieve harmony and
aec o rd, He called f or the
strengthening of the World Court
so that disputes 'between nations
could be settled according to the
rule of law, thereby precluding
any necessity for the use of "self-
help" through force of arms. The
future for the young barrister in
this field was said to be great
and the speaker encouraged the
new graduates to lend their serv-
ices and abilities to the concept
of a world governed by laws and
not by force,
VALEDICTORIAN
elor of Laws degree.
BANQUET
After a short break which al-
lowed family and friends to in-
formally meet the distingruished
Hastings faculty the ceremonies
were resumed in the f orm of a
lavish banquet in honor of the
graduates and their f amilies. The
resplendent dinner was served
in the San Francisco Hilton's
tastefully decorated Garden Court
room, and after dinner various
campus organizations and clubs
honored both some members of
the faculty and their own gradu-
ating members by the presenta-
tion of various awards.
The whole affair was planned
and directed by the Hastings
Graduation Committee consisting
of Hope Greenhill, Nancy Lour-
gand, Guy Kornbloom, J o h n
Wahl, Jerry Sapiro, Jeff Lugash
and David J. Pantoja, with Pro-
fessor William Prosser acting in
an advisory capacity. The efforts
of John Wahl and Jerry Sapiro
must be singled out, for without
their services and direction a
s uccess would not have been pos-
sible.
The principal speaker, Vice-
President Smith,' was obtained
through the invaluable assistance
of Professor Prosser, who aided
the committee, greatly on this: a-
Wel as other points.
By JIM JONES, Chairman, Hastings Moot Court Board
Moot Court - what is it? Those who have been through
the ordeal know that, despite the very real complexities in-
volved in the creation of a professional quality brief, the basic
elements of a sound Moot Court program are few and simple.
Each student partnership must create an appellate brief which
is convincing when read and pursuasive when argued. A court,
consisting of a member of the bench, an attorney, and a stu-
dent judge, must then evaluate these written a"nd oral argue
ments and decide the case.
THIS YEAR
The aim of this year's Moot Court Board has 'been to im-
prove existing Moot Court institutions rather than to depart
from familiar policies. The Board has sought to ef fect this
improvement by a thorough review and reorganization of
existing records and careful coordination and programming
of all Board activities. The purpose of this emphasis on organi-
zation is to insure that the experience of every participant in
the Moot Court program will be both prof essionally rewarding
and emotionally satisfying.
NEW IDEAS
One of the principal disappointments which students have
expressed in the past has been that when their weeks of
agonizing preparation finally culminated in -oral arguments,
they found themselves facing judges or attorneys who had
little detailed knowledge, or perhaps worse still, little interest
in the law of their problem. Two significant new developments
should help to eliminate this problem. First, the Barristers
Club of San Francisco, composed of younger members of the
San Francisco Bar, has generously offered its cooperation and
assistance to the Hastings Moot Court program.
At the start of the summer each Hastings Moot Court
Student Judge was paired with a local attorney practicing in
the field of law selected by the Student Judge for his problem,,
As the summer progressed, the Student Judge maintained con-
tact with his attorney to receive advice on the legal soundness
of the problem as it was developed. When the problem is
argued, the same attorney who aided in the problem's develop-
ment will sit as one of the members of the court bef ore which
it is argued. While a f ew of the Board members are working
with attorneys of their own choosing who are not members of
the Barristers Club, the same liaison has been carried out
during the summer and these attorneys will hear their re-
spective problems argued.
Second, each member of the Judiciary who has agreed to
participate in the program was asked to select the subjects he3
would most like to hear argued. Thus each Judge will preside
over the argument of a problem in which he has expressed
an interest.
in City Hall. Whenever two rounds are scheduled for argument
the same night, one will be held in Judge Arata's courtroom
and the other in the Hastings Moot Courtroom. Thus, as far
as student participation is concerned, the Moot Court program
will be over by Christmas break. The Awards Assembly will
be held as soon thereafter as possible, probably the first week
in February.
SUMMER WORK
The enthusiasm with which this year's Board has ap-F
proached its tasks is well expressed by the number of com-
mittee meetings which were held over the summer, the hard
work performed by each committee member, and the fact that
three "full dress", Moot Court Board meetings were also held.
One of the principal results of these meetings will be in-
creased contact between participiants and Student Judges
throughout the program-including a critique of the students
efforts soon after their rounds are argued.
GRADING
The only major area of complaint from last year which
the Board has not yet dealt with is the grading system. This
year's Board is determined to develop a system of grading
briefs and oral arguments which is objective as the operation
of the program can possibly permit. Because many of the.
Board members most keenly interested in this problem have:
been away for the summer,, its solution has 'been purposely'
delayed until all% Board members have returned. and a wider
-exch~ange of ideas can be had on 'the system's revision.
On the pecuniary side, the possibility of a small "filing
fbe' to sweeten the pot for the, award of prizes to outstanding
participants is stil engdssdbyteBard. At any. rate,
s very eff ort will be made to have a greater number of more
-Continued on Page 9
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Without exception, the cur-ro~t Voir Dire is staffed b y Third Year Students. Theoe, i o aem
and willing to work this year, you can be assured of an editorship next year.SoMeothprsnEdos
wihlitle or no newspaper experience, yet our experience with the Voir Dire hsbe dctoaitr
and challenging. Over the past two years the school paper has received pladts fteUie ttsS
Court, the California Supreme Court, Alumni, faculty members throughout the country.
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Need somebody to help you
carry your books?.
Open a Bank of America Tenplan
checking account. It offers top
protection for your money. Helps
you keep track of your funds. And
automatically gives you a receipt
for paid bills, Tenplan checks are
personalized -and for college
students, cost just 150 each with
no other charge regardless of
the size of balance.
Ask the student advisor at
your nearest Bank of America
branch about the many ways
Bank of America can help you
with your money mnatters. And
pick up a free college kit that
will answer your questions
about Tenplan accounts and
many other useful services.
Bank of America
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Harvai d Law School has
announced a two-week pro-
grami of continuing education
for member-s ot the Bar to
be held in Honolulu at the
University of Hawaii f1rom
July.17 to July 29, 1967, im-
mnediately pr.e-ceding the
American Bar Association
Annual Meetingy in Honolulu.
Ten members of the Harvard
Law School, faculty will teach
the courses and lecture in the
program. The director of the
progiram Is Associate Dean A.
James Casner.
Six courses will form the
core of the program. Each will
offer an up to date review of the
fundamental Principles in the
field for both the general prac-
titioner and the specialist. The
courses and the faculty mem-
bers are:
"Antitrust Law," Philip Aree-
da: "Business Planning," David
R. Hlerwitz; "Estate Planning,"
Dean Casner: "International Bus-
iness." Detlev F. Vagts; "Securi-
ties Regulation," Louis Loss; and
"Uniform Commercial Code,"
Robert Braucher,-
In addition, four senior mem-
bers of the faculty will offer a
series of twenty-four lectures,
They are Paul A. Freund, Archi-
bald Cox Robert E, Keeton and
Milton Katz.
There will be a tuition fee of
$300 foi the proeram, which is
open to all members of the Bar.
Hotel reservations and travel fa-
By SHERYL POMERINK
By JERRY'DUNCAN
Last spring, in Miami, the
National Conference of Law
Reviews selected Hastings
College of the Law to host its
13th Annual Conference on
March 16th through 18th,
1967. This selection w a s
unanimously passed upon by
the delegates as the reputa-
tion of Hastings, not to men-
tion San Francisco, carried
the day. It is thus expected
that attendance will top last
year's record where some 50-
75 schools were represented.
The Conference provides the
delegates with an opportunity to
interchange ideas with other top
law students throughout the na-
tion. It also enables the dele-
gates to goain insight into the
mechanics of law review function
with the newer reviews drawingr
upon the experience of the es-
tablished reviews and in turn
allowing the established reviews
an important opportunity to re-
evaluate their methods.
FORMAT
The' format of this year's con-
ference will vary from that of the
past to an appreciable extent.
Small discussion groups will be
limited in order that local pro-
fessoi-s, judges, and attorneys
may speak to the delegates on
topics of interest. Little trouble
is anticipated finding capable
and interesting speakers from
the faculty of Hastings or Bay
Area in general.
Every member of Hasting's
Law Journal is working towards
making this Confer-ence a notable
one. Ronald Harrington, current
managing editor of the Journal,
will be the Conference Chair-
man, and Richard Berger, editor
of the-- rusts, 4,-%Ad W is1 0issue II
pending with Mr. David Wendel
of the Alameda County Bar As-
sociation,-
A listing of fellowships and
graduate study programs has
been prepared and is posted on
the mezzanine bulletin board. A
looseleaf binder containing more
detailed infoi-mation is available
on a one-day check out basis.
A student placement bulletin
and model resume form will be
disti-ibuted to all students the
fiirst week of school, and any stu-
dent intending to interview is re-
quested to submit a resume as
soon as possible to the Student
Placement Office. All interview
sign-ups and job information
will be posted on the bulletin
boai-d on the mezzanine. The new
Student Placement Representa-
tive., Jim War-en, will be avail-
able to answer questions and as-
sist applicants in the Student
Placement Office, Room 114, in
the new Annex at 55 Hyde St.
The hours will be 1-4, Monday
through Fr-iday, phone 557-0362.
p
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All law students' wives and
wives-to-be are invited to the fl
Annual Fall Tea for the Hast-
ings Wives Club to be held at
school on Sunday, October 2,
at 2 p.m. The team is meantP
to provide an opportunity toY
get acquainted with Hastings, n
with club activities, and withv
o t h e r new and returning c
wives. An explanation of the t
club's purposes and activities rn
will be given by the officers.8
Dean Sammis will let the
wives in on what their hus-
bands are facing and what a
trials, tribulations and re-
wards they, as wives, face.
Most of the f aculty will be
present with their wives,
AFTER TOUR
After the orientation meeting
there will be guided toui-s of the
school and, of coui-se, tea and
goodies while everyone grets ac-
quainted. The affair will offer
an opportunity to hear about the
br-idge groups, the baby-sitting
co-op (a great boon f or mothers) ,
and the many social activities
planned for the year.
MEETINGS
Regular meetings are held in
the evening on campus the third
Tuesday of each month with spe-
cial events sandwiched in be-
tween. The first regular meeting
will be October 18, when we
hope to have a female attorney
give a woman's point of view
on the field of law. November 15
will be an excursion to Synanon
House. Special events planned
include a family barbecue (corn-
ing up soon) jointly sponsored
with the Associated Students.
Far a small fee there are steaks
and the trimmings, including all
the beer you can ldrink! Nov. 29
will be the date for the popular
bazaar featuring all sorts of gift
items and other goodies made
by club members (and just in
time for Chiistmas shopping). A
Chiistmas Dance, fashion show,
Washington's Bir 'th d ay Bash.
Spring Boat Dance on the Bay,
the vast field their husbands have
chosen. Last year's series on
Family Law was very 'good and
wives who regularly attended
were given a certificate of com-
pletion which, it has been ru-
mom-ed, means one unit toward a
pay raise for many teachers.
MEMBERSHIP
All wives are invited to any
and all of the activities. Dues
ai-e $2.00 a year, but a member-
ship card is only requiied for
the Law Lecture Series. One of
the greatest attractions of the
club is beingr able to gret to-
gether with other wives who aie
goingr thi-ougrh the same ordeal
(adventure?). And you have a
chance to go out and socialize,
even t ho u gh hubby may be
chained nig-htly to the books and
the briefs. This year, however,
more things are planned to in-
clude husbands so we can get to
know each other as couples.
ME lqmlw -Rogow W sm
Assuming that you are prepared to work and only
want to know specifically what you should do, the fol-
lowing steps are highly recommended as a most reliable
method.
1. Prepare for class by briefing the 4 or 5 assigned
cases that will be covered in the hour. A good brief
should contain a concise statement of the facts, the
action taken by the lower court, the question of law
raised by this action, the holding of the upper court
upon this question, and the reasons for the upper
court' s decision.
2. Attend all classes and take very complete notes,
paying particular heed to your professor's view of
the law. Remember your professor will grade your
exam by determining your mastery of the law as the
law appears to him.
3. Prepare a concise but complete daily summary of
your class notes, which by its nature should Include
the important points of law of each case as they ap-
pear to your professor.
4. As direct preparation for the -final exam learn in as
much detail as possible the outline you have made
for each course.
This plan of study should require about 35 to 40
hours a week in addition to what you spend in class.
Such A Deal
We've been telling you
we'Ire the best meeting
placen. in Town, NowA, we'll
prove it' Clip this ad, pre-
sent it to our Bartender and
it will purchase a drink
from you for the girl of
your choice. That's all, just
look around for a lovely
thing that appeals to you,
arid bingo, you're a spend-
er? All on us. Good Luck.
Where?
GIRLS AORE
Pierce St.
Annex & Camelot
Fillmore bet.
Lombard & Greenwi'ch
W.here Else?. R~rvIN L STen Dollar Book for Nine Dollars
154 McALLiSTER Hours: 7 to 7J
91 A if" I -- - I 19% 4E Z
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)rof essionally valuable prizes available this year. The Board1xpects to have a Xerox machine again available to all Moot
_,ourt participants for the economical reproduction, of pro-
essional looking briefs.
BAILIFFS
Now that classes are again in session, the final step in the
rogram's organization can be completed. Members of the first
'ear classes are needed to serve as bailiffs for the oral argu-
rients. Serving as a bailiff gives the new law student a con-
venient opportunity for first hand observation of appellate
,ourtroom. procedure. More particularly, it gives him a chance
o see at leisure the situation he will be in only a year f rom.
iow. Each round requires a separate bailiff for the 5 PM and
3PM arguments, so there is opportunity to participate at a
ime convenient to all. A sign-up sheet will be posted, and
ll first year students are urged. to volunteer their services,
Dhe duties are simple and the experience is rewarding. The
Student Judges will contact their bailiffs concerning details,
Among the many recent additions to the library, the fo--
lowing seem especially interesting and are commended to
your attention.
Association of the Bar of the City of New York, Radio, tele-
vision and the administration of justice.
A documented survey of materials concerning the impact
of radio and television news broadcasting upon the ad-
ministration of criminal justice. The Oswald and Billie
Sol Estes cases are highlighted.
Biarth, Alan, The loyalty of free men.
An impassioned plea for the abolition of loyalty and secu-
rity requirements for government employees and univer-
sity professors.
Baum, D. J., and Ned B. Stiles, The silent partners: institui-
tional investors and corporate control.
A discussion of the great impact which institutional in-
vestors have, not only on the corporations in which they
own shares but on the economy as a whole.
Letwin, William, Law and economic policy in America: the
evolution of the Sherman Antitrust Act.
This history of the Sherman Act illustrates why so big
but apparently simple a problem as monopoly cannot be
solved neatly or conclusively.
Machen, Arthur, The Canning wonder.
The story of a curious perjury trial. The defendant,' a lady,
had falsely sworn that she was held captive for a month in
a hayloft and cruelly mistreated,
Miller, Helen Hill, The case for liberty.
The author sets forth specific legal and pDolitical contro-
versies d aling with f ndamntaloIliberties whbich occurred
fl'witfngLs CotIeg~e of the Law Mon. Seu*embeir '1. 1966
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thbe Governing Council, the As-
seiation's legislative assembly,
and the permanent senior class
officers. Two representatives are
elected from each of the second
and third year sections and one
for each section of the first year
class. Rounding out the Govern-
ing Council are the ex officio
members: the Administration.
Representative, Dean Anderson,
the Editor of the Voir Dire, the
permanent senior class president,
and the past president of A.S.H.
who also sits as a member of
The Hastings Alumni Board of
Governors.
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARDS
The greatest innovation of the
new Constitution was the crea-
tion of administrative boards.
The function of the boards are
to do research on the motions of
the Governing Council and to
report to the Council their find-
ings. It is also the function of
these boards to carry out the
programs of the Council once ap-
proved. The chairmen of the
Boards are appointed by the
President of A. S. H. with the
advice and consent of the Gov-
er-ning Council. Each member of
the Governing Council is as-
signed to a board and will be a
full member of that board and,
report its proceedings to the
Gover-ning Council.
The Boards are as follows: 1)
Finance Board which will be
(-haired by the Treasurer, Jay
Brown, is responsible for con.-
sidering all expenditures of As-
sociation funds and making, budg-
et recommendations to the
council.
2) Elections Board is respon-
sible for the conduct of all Asso-
ciation elections, for atdminis-
ti-ating the Election Code and.
Constitutional a n d B y -1 a w
changes. The chairmanship is
open at present and if you would
like to head this board you are
encouraged to submit a written
anpplication to the Association
Fresident for consider-ation.
3) Athletics Board regulates
6) Student Services Board
beaded by Alex Saldamondo re-
searches and recommends to the
Council programs to improve or
initiate health, loan and place-
ment ser-vices for the welfare of
the members of the Association.
7) The Public Affairs Board,
chaired by Chip Pashayan, is re-
sponsible for publicizing the ac-
tivities of the school and the
Association to students, alumni,
hind the community at large.
8) The Publications Board,
presently without a chairman,
has the responsibility to aid in
the publication of the Voir Dire,
publish a student directory and
yearbook.
SUMMER ACTIVITY
The Orientation Committee
inuder the direction of Joel Car-
ash and his assistant, John Bar-
thiop, have organized Hastings'
first full-scale Orientation Pro-
gram. The program will be high-
lighted by a series of academic
lectures organized by Professor
Powell, faculty - student recep-
tion, and the A.SH. Mixer on
Friday night. Our Administra-
tion Representative, Dean Ander-
son, was quite instrumental in
se-cut-ing this broadened orient-a-
tion program for us,.
The Ethics Committee headed
by Joe Samuel has been looking
in the possibility of Honor
Code at Hastings. Joe has sent a
questionnaire to the faculty and
has received favor-able replies.
The Ethics Committee will be
polling the students this Fall as
well as presenting a proposed
code to the Gover ning Council
this Fall. The Athletics Board
has set up the Association's first
intramural program which will
consist of football, basketball,
tennis, golf, chess' and bridge.
A winter ski trip is also planned.
You will be receiving in your
registration packet the Athletic
Board's first annual SCHEDULE
AND INFORMATION which will
tell you what athletic facilities
are available to you and more
about our new intramural pro-
gram. A new Athletics bulletin
board is being installed in the
Student Lounge - watch it for
further intramural information.
Those of you who wish to find
housing or a roommate, or rent
an apartment will be able to
avail yourself of the New Hous-
ing Board operation being con-
ducted by Jack Small. Your re-
quests will be posted in a visible
file posted on the bulletin board
in the main lobby, if they are
first turned in to Jack Small in
the Association office. Read the
dir ections of the fil-e f i r s t
though!
The Law Forum under the
chair of Bill O'Mara has alr-eady
secured Associate Justice Stanley
Mosk, and Stanfor-d's dean, Bay-
less Manning, for th-eir ear-ly Fall
lecture series. The Activities
Board has arranged for the First-
Year Dance to he held at the
Fugazi Bldg. on Friday, Septem-
ber 16, 1966, at 8:30. Girls will
be inviteld from all over the city
to attend this outstanoingr event.
Plans ar-e also being made for
the annual boat-dance, picnic,
and semi-formal with the Wix es
Club. The boar-d has also ar-
ranged. for exchanges with nui-s-
ing schools, collegce doims, and
airline hostesses.
The Acaeic lAffairs Boavrd
will be titled the Lawyer as a
Liberal Artist and lectures will
include topics as: "The Lawyer
as a Logician," "Psychiatry and
the Law," and "The Lawyer as
a Public Figure." Lectures will
be open to students of other
law schools as well as the rest of
the legal community.
STUDENT PARTICIPATION
1 would like to encourage you
to participate in these student
events we have planned for you.
If you would like to participate
in helping arrange thiese events
or work on the various boards
and committees of A.SH., let us
know in a letter what activity
You are interested in and we will
be sure to contact you imme.
diately. Note that nominations
tives and third-year officers will
open the first week of October-
you are encouraged to sign up.
Although your Association has
accomplished many things this
Summer, there is still much to
be accomplished. Your Associa-
tion can only do it with your in-
terest and help. STUDENT
GOVERNMENT CANNOT BE
EFFECTIVE WITHOUT YOUR
ACTIVE INTEREST AND SUP-
PORTo
SILVERMAN
OUTLINES A.SE.H.
shown on the part of the stu-
dents, several buses will be char-
tered and certain facilities will
be made available at a discount
rate. The annual "Caveat Emp-
tor" Cup will again be up for
grabs at the ski meeit between
Hastings, Stanford and Boalt.
AN EXPANDED PROGRAM
It is the hope of the Athletic
Board that this year's program
will fill a noticeable gap in the
over-all program offered to stu-
dents at Hastings. Competition
and participation are the main
objectives of the sports program.
Full participation in this initial
program will undoubtedly result
in an expanded program in the
fuiture. Suggestions and questions
may be d~posited in the appro-
priate mail box in the student
body office.
Journal Summer
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J. Maloney, Donna D. Spragg,
and Akira Togasaki.
The participants chosen for
the May-Admiralty issue are the
following: Byron R. Roeckman,
Michael Cavalier Durney, John E.
Huerta, John Roger O'Brien, Wil-
liam L. Osterhoudt, Brian Pen-
dleton, Charles Porter, Robert A.
Prahl, Gary Gerard Strieker,- and
MIark Logan Tuft.
HASTING'S
INTRAMUORALS
By DAVE HOFFMAN
Intramural Chairman
For the first time in the
long history of Hastings Law
School, members of the stu-
dent body will have an organ-
ized sports program. A five-
man intramural board has
been created which will run
the program. A full schedule
of events ranging from foot-
ball to chess will be offered.
A substantial. allotment of the
treasury has been set aside
for use in the sports pro-
gram.
FALL SPORTS
A double eliminatioln football
tournament will begin within a
couple of weeks. Each section
will be represented by a team.
Teams will consist of seven men.
It is the hope of the I-M Board
that each section will set up sep-
arate offensive and defensive
units so that a minimum of 14
players will pai-ticipate in each
gamie. Sections Il-C and 111-A
are strong contenders for the
title. Both of these sections
sported strong teams in last
year-'s program. It s ho ul1d be
noted, however, thait first-year
sections have a reputation for
coming up with strong teams. It
is r-umored that a case of beer
will go to the winning team.
The annual grolf tournament is
agrain scheduled for the Thanks-
giving holiday. Peacock Gap is
the tentative location. Golf balls
and various awairds will be given
to the winners,
A. tennis tout-namnent will also
be offered in the fall. This w"7ill1
be an elimination tournament.
Further information will be post-
ed on the bulletin hoard in the
l o:ungfe.
Attorney G e n e i a I Nicholas
Katzenbach has called. for crea-
tion of a "law corps" for 7 oung
attorneys who wxould xx ork inl
all phases of criminal justice
ranging fr-om the police staionD
to the prison.
He decided the 'shocking Lack
of progress the United States
had made in the field of crimi-
nal justice in the 20th Century"
and suggested the "law corps"
as one way to stem the tide.
The idea behind the plan,
Katzenbach said in a speech.pre-
pared for the Amer-ican Bar As-
sociation meeting, was to put
legal knowledge to work not only
in the criminal courtroom but
along the entire line of criminal
justice from arrest and pi-ison
to rehabilitation and probation.
What he had in mind, Katzen-
bach said, "was the establishment
of a program for law students
which would provide openings in
local police forces, correctional
institutions, prosecutors, b a i I
programs, law or criminal courts,
and agencies involved in the
sentencing process."
When you give
United Crusade
you give to
National Association
of Settlements and
Nieighborhood Centers
"The law has il\ways been ;a
living thing. But stabilitx is '
(qUired in the lawA be( notse It, is
primat-fly hy knowinc xx hat has
happened in the p.st that -we ran,
best judge wxhat xx ~ill happen in
a current case." ' (ox er-noi Ed-
muind G. Br-oxxn of" Califor~nia.
told the American Trial Lawyxers
Association, meetlig in theiir (on
vention in Los Angieles, JtoN1y24-
31, at the nexw Century Pla za
Hotel.
In a s~pecial mnessag1,e rcadto
the 20th annual American Tr-ial
LawNyei-s Conxvention, Gox ernor
Br~own said, in re-ference to the
Convention theme, " New Hori-
zons in the Law": "It, is the tilal
lawyer who normally first sees
the need for a change and -v1ho
takes the necessary pr~eliminary
steps to effect that change."
Some 10,000 attending attlor-
neys of the 25,000 member or-
gc.anization h e a r d Governor
Brown's message as part of the
educationally - oriented program
of panel discussions, lectures,
trial demons trations, and semi-
nars designed to probe the ex-
ploding issues of the day.
Echoing Governor B r o w n's
words, ATL President Joseph
Kelner of New Yoi-k said that
"the increased complexities of
modern life -as seen in the
growth Of crime i-ate, increased
deaths and injuries on our high-
ways and in our factories, and
the many new and potentially
hazardous products on oui- mar-
ketplae-compel the ba.r asso-.
ciation to offer a new, different,
and forward-looking continuing
education program to broaden the
lawyer's role in personal and
community affairs."
Eminent membei-s of the judi-
ciary, government, and the legal
priofession added their thoughilts
to those of Governor Birown.
Among the featured. speakers at
the Convention wer-e: U. S, Su,-
pi-eme Court Justice Tom, C.
Clai-k, Special Assistant to Presi-
den~t Johnson for Consumer Af-
fairs Mrs. Esthber Petet-son, and
Senator Ralph Yairboirough -
Texas),
SEAVEY MEMOR.HAM
Continued from Page 2-.
classroom will testify. He taught entirely by the Socratic
method, imparting no information but driving the students
inexorably to their own conclusions. I quoted once in Print
what he said to me in a conversation long ago:- "I think teach-
ing law is rather like herding shelep. You run around behind
the students and bark at their heels, and head off the ones
that start for the hilltops, and after a while, if you create
enough commotion, they move down the valley and arrive at
a destination, without ever knowing how they got there."
There is no better description of a Seavey hour'. His gentle,
quizzical "I see," followed by a further question that reduced
the victim to the realization that he was talking balderdash,
was the most devastating thing I have ever witnessed in the
classroom. I have often tried to do the same thing, but it is
not in me; I cannot do it, and I know nO One who could do it
as well as Seavey.
I once heard him, during a visiting hour at Stanford
baffle a class for an entire hour with this problem: You are
driving a car down hill when you discover that your brakes
have failed. On your 'left there is a precipice of a thousand
feet; on your right there is an oil tank truck parked. at the
curb; across the road in front there is a procession of old
ladies wheeling baby carriages; in the back of the car is your
paralyzed sister. What do you do to avoid legal liability? The
case is not, I think, likely to arise; I do not know the answer,
nor, I suspect, did Seavey. But no one who was there, and. who
witnessed the pitch of excitement aroused by the entangled
debate, ranging all over the first two months of the course in
torts, will ever forget the occasion.
He was a great law professor, and a good friend to me.
and I shall miss him greatly. So will many others.
HARNO MEMORIAM
Continued from Page 2-
Illinois for the improvement of the administration Of justiCe,
to assume the task. Harno accepted, and did, not return to
Hastings until 1964.
The Hastings community of teachers and students vi ill
profoundly miss the continued, association of this good and,
great man of the law. It was an honor to have had. him as a
teacher and associate for the two periods, each of wshich M .as
too short. We extend our deepest sympathy to Mrs. Harno and
the Harno family.__
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1st Year Students -Notice
AMH I BAC
A-H is a student owned, operated, serviced organization.
We will supply you with retail merchandise' at wholesale
prices. Any product-any brand. Jewelry, T~s, radios,
appliances, diamonds, luggageC, furs, bicycles, watches,
used furniture, cameras.
A-H Out i nes-See A-H for outlines in com-
munity property,, wills, contracts,. equity, crim
law, crim law hypos, property, domestic rela-
tions,
A-H has no offices or other costly overhead,
You can only reach A-H by calling
Ned Huntington Steve Abbott
SAVE A DOLLAR EVERY DAY!.
Delicatessen
and
Restaurant
0 )AL -y t Q"- 234 McAllister
GREATEST MEAL TICKET
BUY IN OUR HISTORY
6 Dinners for $10.00 Tax Incl.
Full course meals usually $2.60 each if pur-
chased separately. Wide selection. No restric-
tions - feed your friends and relatives too!
HARRY B. LAKE;-
LAW BOOKS
New m Used
TEXT BOOKS
CASEBOOKS
OUTLINES
BRIEFS
REVIEWS
STATIONERY
Student Store
UN 3-2900
138 McALLISTER ST.
PRACTICE
SETS-
REPORTS
DIGESTS
ENCYCLOPEDIAS
Main Store;
-SU -3719
339 KEARNY ST.
Continued from Page 5--
lion chairman' for the city of
Pacifica, and as Northern Cali-
fornia organization chairmnan for
the CFYD.
CAMPAIGN
Through hard work. the club's
support has earned a reputation
for being very valuable to a can-
didate running for office, and
this has been shown by the many
good campaign positions available
to club miembers. Anyone inter-
ested in working in any Demo-
cratic campaign should contact
club officers at their earliest
convenience.
In addition to campaign wor-k,
members of the club receive val-
uable education through the use
of, members-only, off-the-record
seminars held with promingnt
political personages. The
club also sponsors speakers for
the edification of the entire stu-
dent body. Tentative dates are
now set with Governor Brown
and Assembly Speaker Jesse Un-
ru.A trip to the legislature is
also being planned.
LEGISLATION
The club ma k es its name
known through the use of a legis-
lative action chairman who testi-
fies frequently before the S. F.
Board of Supervisors, and the
state legislature. Club members
also participate in drafting legis-
lation. Last year's project in-
volved the investigation of al-
leged usurious practices by S. F.
pawn shop owners. Members dis-
guised themselves as down-and-
out drifters and attempted to
pawn various items. The results
of this investigation led to the
introduction of a resolution by
S.F. Supervisor- Francois, and a
similar bill to be introduced in
the Assembly this year.
The club's present project in-
volves re-activating the law
-which allows law students whose
education is interrupted by the
draft to be certified by the State
Bar without taking the bar exam-
ination. This law in effect dur-
ing WW II and the Korean Con-
flict, and it is hoped to be put
into effect again.
Membership in this organiza-
-tion is open to all students and
their spouse who have an in-
terest in Democratic politics.
Monthly meetings are open to
non-members as well as members.
CON DOMIN IUM
OCCUPATIONAL LICENSING
OCCUPATIONAL LIABILITIES
Volume 12 started a new look by devoting each
issue to a legal problem of particular interest to Cali-
fornia lawyers.
The Journal has also carried. articles outside the topic
such as The Relationship Between Property Rights and
Civil Rights by Professor Richard R. B. Powell.
Volume 18.$5.00,
Published, Quarterly
ORDER FROM:-
198 McAllister Street
San Francisco, California 94102
415-861-6579
A supplement to your regular studies.
One two hour meeting per week.
Classes now starting in:
TORTSCONTRACTS
1 5th Year!
( L.L.B,)Jerome Sack (L.,L.B.,) and Francis C. Yee
(Members' of California Bar)
Classes Starting Late Septem, er
For info'rm't'aton c all:
Jerome Sack :UN 1 =4414
Francis C. Yee 626u5311
Writinand Bar: Review Course
Twice Yearly',
mono# 300pompla". 50.1y
...............
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~Are you a senior law student or a new....
attorney, looking for your first profession-
al position or best location for your office?
Do you know which foundation books to select for-
your library?.,
aThere's an expert in your vicinity who can help you
with these and other questions you may have that
concern your practice. He makes it his business to
know opportunities occurring in your area. I
.Just drop us a line and we'll send you his name and
address, Then contact him to see how much his tips
help you.
You could turn his information into your business.
'No charge or obligation whatever for this advice.
For San Francisco area: For Peninsula area:
JAMES B. NOEL, JR. DON BLOCKHUS
DO 2-0227
.WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY.
1910 Russ Bldg.
San Francisco 4
Take a
Study Break
FLY!
San Francisco
San Diego
Los Angeles
N __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _
To 425 brand new Legal Eaglets at Hastings College of the Law, oldest and best law coli h et
We deal in two basic commodities
*New & Used
*A full line of
Cases
We Carry:
Casebooks, Textbooks & Hornbooks
Brief Cases, Zipper'Bag's and Attache
*All the Stationery 'items, from Law Briefing paper to
Felt-Riters, so necessary to the law student
*All t he Ad to Better Grades-Case Digest s, Law
Outlines, Gilberts, Ziontz, Gould, Rubens, Over-
beck, Supposes, etc.
*And SMART PILLS-f or finals only.
Leeman
WYERS OK EXCHAN.GEy INC.
220 McAllister
EYE'S RIGHT! Down the Hasting steps, to the nearest. corner and-EYE'S RIGHT!,
A.o~
m A2
0
LL. U~
oa. m
TYPEWRITER GUY
TYPEWRITERS
SOLD
RENTED
REPAI RED
MANUAL
& ELECTRIC
STAN DARD
& PORTABLE
1184 Market Street
at 8th
861-=4644
I,
C
a
EUU
0
U
U
C
EU
U.
C
EU
Go
0*4
I
U-
oW
U0
0
> CA
-E
:D 9- %"
CE
Our Motto:
Our Red Carpet is for YOU,
for ALL of our customers are
Visiting Dignitaries
I
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WALK OVER
to the
WALKMIN
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4612 MCALLISTE R.
